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INTRODUCTION
The General Education Freshman Cluster Program is an ambitious and multilayered
attempt to broaden and deepen the educational experience of incoming freshmen at UCLA. The
goals of the program are to immerse the students in an interdisciplinary teaching and learning
environment while developing foundational academic skills. Students are challenged in the first
two quarters of the three-quarter sequence to use a variety of disciplinary approaches to explore a
common problem; in their third quarter, they choose from a variety of capstone seminars in
which they put to use the knowledge and skills acquired during the first quarters of the cluster.
The clusters as a whole are designed to produce year-long academic and social experiences, in
which learning occurs both within and outside the classroom, and faculty, graduate teaching
assistants, and students are engaged in a unified objective. The cluster program appears to be a
vibrant and dynamic element of the education offered at UCLA, described by both students and
faculty as providing a “liberal arts experience” at a large research university. Both internal and
external reviewers came to the conclusion that the program is working extremely well and the
committee as a whole concurs with these general comments by the external reviewers:
Throughout the two days of the review, we heard inspiring stories from students, faculty, and staff about
the power of the cluster experience. Students and faculty alike maintained that the clusters had the power
to be life-changing for both the young people enrolled in them, the teaching assistants who are assigned to
the courses, and the instructors who teach them. Patricia Turner, UC Davis, p. 2
In sum, this program has been unequivocally successful for all involved and is a true gem in the UCLA
crown….Student learning and community building are strongly enhanced by learning inside and outside of
the classroom. Ed Taylor, University of Washington, p. 5.

What follows is a description of the review process, a summation of the highlights of the
program, and recognition of some potential challenges, all of which contribute to our positive
and enthusiastic evaluation of goals and achievements of the Cluster Program.
The Review
The Freshman Cluster program was launched in 1998 by Judi Smith, Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Education. The program was started as a five-year initiative, and was reviewed
by the Academic Senate at the end of its first five years in 2003-2004. This is the second formal
Academic Senate review of the GE Freshman Cluster Program and the first review on an eightyear cycle. The review process began with a self-review drafted by a group of academic
administrators in the Division of Undergraduate Education under the direction of Dr. M. Gregory
Kendrick, the director of the Freshmen Cluster Program. This document was then revised in
collaboration with the Cluster Program’s Faculty Advisory Committee, comprised of the faculty
coordinators of the clusters.
The formal Academic Senate review began with a pre-site meeting on January 5, 2012, at
which the internal members of the review team met with Drs. Judi Smith and Greg Kendrick to
review the materials provided for review by the Cluster Program and to discuss the schedule for
the upcoming site visit. At the pre-meeting, the internal reviewers requested copies of cluster
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course syllabi and any comparative information available about the learning assessments and
outcomes of cluster vs. non-cluster GE courses.
The site visit was conducted on February 2-3, 2012. The review team included
representatives from the Graduate and Undergraduate Councils, and two external reviewers. The
review team met with cluster administrators and faculty, graduate student instructors, and current
and former students in the cluster program. Meetings were also held with administrative support
staff including representatives from the College Library, the Office of Instructional
Development, and the Office of Residential Life. At the request of review team members, a
meeting was also convened with chairs of the departments from which the cluster faculty are
drawn.
Overview of the Freshman Cluster Program
The General Education Cluster Program is an intensive interdisciplinary educational
experience available to students in their freshman year at UCLA. The Clusters are organized as
a three-quarter series of classes on a thematically unified topic and are team-taught by groups of
faculty from different departments and across disciplines. Students enroll in large lecture classes
taught by the faculty for the first two quarters, then participate in small seminar courses taught
by both faculty and graduate student instructors in the spring quarter. Students who successfully
complete the cluster receive 18 units of credit (6 per quarter) as well as honors credit if they are
in the College Honors program. In completing the cluster course sequence, students fulfill four
GE requirements usually across several foundational areas in the College GE curriculum. As
these courses involve substantial writing, students also receive Writing II credit, satisfying an
additional requirement. These credit incentives encourage a large percentage of enrolled
students to complete the three-course sequence, although based on a change in College lower
division seminar requirements, attrition rates prior to enrollment in the spring seminar are
increasing.
The clusters focus on topics of considerable academic and societal importance including
the global environment, interracial dynamics, evolution of the cosmos, and frontiers in human
aging. Cluster topics are selected in part for their ability to allow interdisciplinary exploration
and a central aim of the cluster program is to expose students to the ways that different
disciplines examine common problems. Nine to ten clusters have been offered annually during
the years under review (2003-2004 to the present). Six clusters have been offered every year,
with seven additional clusters offered during some part of the review period. Two clusters
(Inside Performing Arts: Interdisciplinary Explorations of Performance and Biotechnology and
Society) have been retired and three new clusters (Never-Ending Stories: Multidisciplinary
Perspectives on Myth, Los Angeles: The Cluster, and Sex: From Biology to Gendered Society)
have been developed and mounted during the review period. Cluster development is an
extensive process, with Phase I encompassing topic conceptualization and faculty recruitment
and Phase II encompassing development and implementation of the course proposal, structure,
and organization. Phase II also includes review and approval by the relevant Academic Senate
committees. Because of the extensive effort involved in cluster development, some funding is
provided to support the clusters even before they are offered for student enrollment. By design,
cluster faculty are drawn from several departments, which supports the interdisciplinary nature
of the clusters but also complicates cluster organization and faculty recruitment. A total of 155
faculty (67 ladder faculty and 88 non-ladder faculty) have provided instruction in the clusters
over the last 8 years. In addition, 277 graduate student instructors have served as cluster TAs
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and capstone seminar instructors. These individuals have served almost 14,000 enrolled
students, approximately 47% of all College freshmen. Teaching efforts are enhanced by support
from a wide variety of programs including the undergraduate library, the campus writing
program, the Office of Instructional Development, and the Office of Residential life.
The cluster program aims to assist incoming freshmen with their transition from high
school to college and to provide the skills and knowledge that they will need to succeed at
UCLA and in the future. The program addresses these aims by providing students with an
intellectual framework to grasp complex interdisciplinary material and to understand the
contributions of different disciplines toward the study of a common topic. Students are
challenged to develop academic skills in critical thinking, problem solving, rhetorical
effectiveness, and creative expression and to participate in learning communities encompassing
experiences both inside and outside of the classroom. These clusters require the active
engagement of freshman students, graduate teaching assistants, faculty and administrative staff.

THREE PERSPECTIVE VIEWS OF THE FRESHMAN CLUSTER PROGRAM
The Freshmen Cluster Program, described by one external reviewer as “a true gem in
UCLA’s crown” (Taylor, p. 5), is highly innovative in both design and structure. It draws
together three constituencies – faculty, graduate student instructors, and undergraduate freshmen
– in addressing the combined goals of providing foundational skills and knowledge through
interdisciplinary teaching and learning, providing exposure to the mission and practices of a
research university, and developing yearlong learning communities. Though many institutions
have similar goals,
[t]his program reaches distinction through team teaching, integration of knowledge around real problems
and issues, and multiple and nuanced ways of assessing student learning, all guided by a strong
administrative foundation. Ed Taylor, University of Washington, p. 1.

Undergraduate Student Perspective
Roughly 40% of UCLA freshmen elect to enroll in the cluster program each year. As
documented in the self-review, students enrolling in the clusters have on average slightly higher
GPAs and SAT scores than non-cluster freshmen, and a significantly higher percentage of cluster
students are enrolled in college honors than non-cluster students. Academic advisors may
preferentially steer Honors students to the clusters, as participation enables them to receive
honors credit and to complete the coursework necessary to stay in the Honors program. Cluster
enrollment draws heavily from students in the Physical Sciences or Life Sciences, with fewer
students from Humanities, Social Sciences, or non-College majors enrolling. This is a shift from
the first review period, where cluster students were predominantly from Humanities or Social
Science majors, and may reflect a recognition among science majors of the value of the clusters
in fulfilling their non-science GE requirements.
Current and former students speak very highly of their cluster experiences. Indeed, some
students view their experience as transformative, and one indicated “everything I do is because
of the cluster”. They have an appreciation for the skills they are developing and for the
opportunity to engage in an in-depth interdisciplinary examination of their chosen topic. They
value the contributions of the faculty, and are incredibly appreciative of and grateful to their
GSIs. Even students who did not complete the cluster sequence appreciate what they learned,
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even though they ultimately decided the cluster experience was not for them. Former students
valued the rigor of the courses, though some state that the cluster sequence was their most
challenging coursework at UCLA.
During the Cluster Program’s early years, most students who enrolled in the cluster
program completed all three quarters. However, beginning in the 2008-2009 academic year, the
attrition rate climbed to 26%, with most students completing the first two quarters and dropping
out of the Spring quarter seminar. This spike in attrition coincided with a change in curricular
requirements that eliminated a requirement for a GE seminar course. This was seen as somewhat
problematic to the continued viability of the clusters, given the intensive financial and
intellectual resources needed to mount this program. However, cluster course credit was
increased from 5 to 6 units per class in Fall 2010 in an effort to countermand this trend, as well
as to reflect the student workload in these courses and to justify allowing students to satisfy a
fourth GE requirement upon successful completion of the entire three course cluster sequence.
Increasing the credit awarded for completing the cluster may provide sufficient incentive to
decrease the rate of attrition; this may be evident in future reviews.
In general, both current and past students in the cluster program indicate that the
workload is intense, particularly in terms of reading and writing assignments. However, all
indications suggest that the hours required fall within the expected 18 hours/week for a 6 unit
class. Most students agree that the cluster has been a great learning experience, and that the
interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary nature of the course allows them to critically analyze the
subjects. Particularly, the spring quarter seminar classes were singled out by many students as
rewarding capstone experiences. Several students were concerned about the coordination
between lecturers and in some cases, there may be excessive overlapped materials between Fall
and Winter quarters. It has also been noted that pedagogically, repeating a certain amount of the
material is key to learning. Therefore, while it appears there is always room for improvement,
most of the cluster course curricula have been well thought out and provide a challenging yet
rewarding learning experience.
Two major ambitions of the cluster program are to develop critical thinking and writing
skills and to develop a yearlong learning community. Student achievement in these areas was
assessed by review of retrospective survey data from seniors as they exited the university, and by
query of current and former students and graduate student instructors. In both areas, the clusters
are succeeding admirably. Although many students entered UCLA following high-achieving
high school careers, the cluster experience proved to be an eye-opener to many students in terms
of the expectations and the rigor of the courses. One repeated theme is that the amount of
reading is overwhelming, and, to some students, excessive. However, students appeared to rise
to the challenge and senior survey data suggest that students developed critical reading skills,
which were then used throughout their careers at UCLA. Discussions with students currently
enrolled in the clusters suggested that learning “how and what” to read have been important
skills to develop, allowing them to focus their reading, rather than simply plowing through
everything. Cluster reading expectations do differ somewhat by topic and field, with some
clusters assigning significantly more reading than other clusters.
The interdisciplinarity of the clusters is seen as one of the main strengths of the program,
allowing students to be exposed to methods and expectations of a variety of disciplines in
response to a common theme. While the students appreciated the different viewpoints and
approaches brought by the different disciplines, they also expressed some frustration with how to
integrate these interdisciplinary approaches, particularly with regard to tests and assignments.
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For some students, it was hard to determine which perspective to use when answering test
questions, and this became a challenging part of their education. Some students also found that
they had a wrong impression about what the cluster courses would cover and how they would be
evaluated, A clear description on course contents and expectations for the students is thus
recommended, and should be provided as part of their enrollment packets.
In addition to classroom teaching, the clusters provide opportunities for out-of-classroom
education. These ranged from “movie nights” hosted in DeNeve auditorium, to weekend field
trips to collect fossils or quarter-long service learning experiences. Students viewed these
opportunities as an essential part of their learning experience. In particular, a fossil-collecting
field trip prompted vivid recollections from former cluster students as the geologic record
unfolded under their feet. All clusters appeared to make substantial efforts to engage students
with faculty and GSIs outside of the classroom, and these experiences weighed heavily as
positive factors in the memories of the students. The opportunities to interact with faculty and
GSIs in discussions and activities served to demystify the faculty and allowed students to witness
and engage in academic debates that normally do not happen in a classroom.
Clusters are intensive experiences that demand a substantial amount of commitment from
their students and set high standards for academic rigor. Although students thought they were
well-prepared for high academic standards, the cluster experience often demonstrated otherwise.
Students engaged in an academic topic, and achieved substantial knowledge in that topic, but
they also learned critical skills that served them throughout their careers at UCLA. In particular,
students increased their writing skills, as noted by the students themselves, and by the GSIs.
Students who had “got[ten] by in high school writing papers that were flawless in form but
lacked any significant insight” (SR, p. 31) were often stymied by the comments received after
turning in their first assignments. However, the GSIs are committed to improving student
writing, and work extensively with the students to ensure this outcome. GSIs said that few
students wrote well upon entering the clusters, but that improvement was seen among most if not
all students during the cluster, and in some cases the improvement was dramatic. However, more
objective evaluations may be needed to ensure that all students achieve the needed writing
proficiency, and help should be available to the students as needed. Students also developed
critical reading skills to allow them to complete the sometimes substantial reading required of
them in the clusters, as well as time management skills to enable them to keep up with the
demands of the clusters.
Graduate Student Instructors
A total of 277 graduate student instructors have participated in the clusters over the past
eight years, with many GSIs teaching for more than one year. GSIs are primarily recruited by
faculty associated with the clusters and most, though not all, enter with some prior teaching
experience. GSIs are primarily drawn from the Humanities and Social Sciences; it has been
difficult to attract GSIs from Life and Physical Sciences because these students tend to be
supported by research grants or training fellowships.
GSIs experience an autonomy that is different from TAs associated with departmental
GEs. As described in the self-review “[as a TA for a non-cluster GE course], the professor
would go through the book and lecture; then the TAs would elaborate on selected points. But [in
the clusters] it’s different. The faculty set up the background for certain work. The only chance
that the students have to devour the actual work they’ve introduced though is in the [discussion
and/or lab] sections. So [my work] is more complementary rather than just additive or
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elaborative. [In that way], our roles are qualitatively different from what regular TAs do.” (SR,
p. 53). GSIs are attracted to cluster teaching by the stable salary, eliminating the need to search
for TA-ships each quarter and by the chance to design and teach an independent seminar. GSIs
feel that cluster teaching well-prepares them to enter an academic position and current TAs
indicate that cluster teaching experience has proved to be an attractive factor as they enter this
market.
Cluster GSIs receive training in teaching writing, student research resources, Internet use,
and seminar syllabus design. Much of this training is provided by administrative support
programs such as the college writing program and the Office of Instructional Development.
While GSIs value the training they receive, some feel they could use more assistance with
writing instruction. In particular, GSIs noted struggles with teaching writing to students whose
primary language is not English, and felt they did not have sufficient skills or administrative
support to help these students improve their writing, or to develop grading strategies and rubrics
that were appropriate for English learners.
GSI involvement in the cluster is intense. Although GSI contractual obligations limit
these individuals to no more than 20 hours per week in teaching activities, many GSIs felt they
were putting in more than 20 hours, at least in the first year of their participation. Subsequent
years were seen as less intensive in terms of time commitment. While GSIs recognized the large
time commitment, some felt that it was interfering with their own progress. However, others felt
that their Cluster experience enhanced their progress, in part through the stimulation of working
with faculty in other disciplines and also through having the opportunity to design and teach a
seminar adjacent to their research.
GSIs demonstrated an impressive esprit de corps and clearly enjoyed working with each
other. GSIs fed off the collective knowledge of more senior GSIs, and expressed gratitude for
the accumulated wisdom of more experienced GSIs that allowed them to steer clear of pitfalls of
teaching and to navigate some of the administrative tasks associated with cluster teaching.
However, GSIs would appreciate the opportunity to interact with GSIs outside their cluster on a
more frequent basis and feel this would help them further develop their skills. One GSI that met
with the review panel said she had picked up several new ideas during the review panel meeting
alone and wished there were more opportunities to meet informally with other GSIs to gather
information.
GSIs work closely with the faculty in the cluster program, meeting usually once a week
and occasionally more often to discuss course pedagogy and student expectations. GSIs and
faculty also interacted in non-classroom activities such as mealtime discussions, and movie
nights with the students. The GSIs seemed happy with the amount of faculty involvement in the
courses, and appreciated the opportunities to observe multiple teaching styles and approaches.
They felt this was a valuable learning experience for them as they developed their own teaching
styles.
Seminar teaching was seen as the highlight of cluster teaching by most GSIs. They
valued the chance to develop and teach an independent course in their own area of interest, while
still under the mentorship of a team of faculty advisors. GSIs also viewed this as an opportunity
to develop skills necessary for landing an academic job and comments made by GSIs currently
on the academic job market seem to support this perception.
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Faculty
Clusters are staffed by 3-5 faculty members, and cluster organizers also serve on the
Faculty Advisory Committee. Cluster participants include faculty at all levels, though most
seem to be at the associate or full professor level. Cluster faculty are dedicated, engaged, and
interactive. They appear excited to participate in cluster teaching and many view it as the
highlight of their teaching career. Some faculty enjoy their cluster teaching so much that they
engage in it as an overload activity. In fact, many of the faculty we met with reported some
overload aspect to their Cluster teaching and few were able to lead a spring seminar because of
other teaching responsibilities. While this commitment is impressive, it suggests a basic deficit
in how departments view the value of cluster teaching. Faculty view teaching in the cluster as
rising to higher standards than that required in departmentally mandated teaching. They attribute
this to not only teaching to the students, but teaching to the other cluster faculty as well. Faculty
say that they prepare more extensively for cluster teaching and recognized that “the cluster
represents a powerful opportunity to teach, mentor, and share ideas and interests” (Taylor, p. 2).
Although no formal vetting process was described, cluster faculty are talented and enthusiastic
and represent some of the best teachers at UCLA. Faculty suggested that the “expectations and
quality of teaching in the cluster[s] rivaled the very best liberal arts colleges in the nation”
(Taylor, p. 2).
The faculty appear to derive enormous satisfaction from cluster teaching, and student
evaluations suggest that the faculty are doing a good job. While there are some concerns about
repetition of some material in some of the clusters, most students feel the faculty lectures are
well coordinated. In many clusters, all associated faculty attend every lecture, demonstrating a
high degree of engagement in the cluster, and allowing points from one lecture to be reiterated or
viewed through the lens of a different discipline in subsequent lectures.
Cluster faculty tend to be drawn from larger departments. This is likely due to the need
of smaller departments to retain their faculty for departmental teaching. However, this may
artificially limit the disciplines and views that can be included in the clusters and some thought
should be given as to how faculty from smaller departments might be able to participate.
Cluster teaching has done an admirable job of drawing faculty from the main campus and
integrating them into student residential life on the hill. Faculty participate in, and seem to
enjoy, out of class activities such as meals and movie nights that allow them to interact with the
students on an informal basis. However, faculty do express some concerns about interactions
with the Office of Residential Life, in particular with respect to the availability of audiovisual
assistance in the residence hall teaching spaces, and scheduling of classrooms and other spaces
for out-of-class activities. Faculty also decry the lack of a clock in DeNeve Auditorium, which
makes it difficult to keep to a uniform class schedule.

SPECIFIC CHALLENGES
In the view of the review committee, the Cluster Program has been enormously
successful in bringing together motivated and enthusiastic undergraduates, GSIs, and faculty for
an intense, year-long academic experience. For many students it is the experience they will most
remember from the time they spent at UCLA.
The most pressing concern for the program is the continuation of its funding. The
Cluster’s budget is somewhat more than two million dollars. While that is a significant figure,
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especially in this time of stretched resources, it is not clear how much money the College would
save if the Cluster Program were ended tomorrow. This is because the Cluster is responsible for
a great many student credit hours, GE requirements, and Writing II requirements. Without the
Cluster program, the College would have to provide other avenues for students to accumulate
equivalent credit hours and to satisfy those requirements. In addition, some faculty who teach in
the Cluster do so on an overload basis. In addition, some of the budget which goes to
departments for course buyouts is used to hire temporary instructors, who generate more student
credit hours. However, there was some disagreement about whether course buyout funds are
actually used to hire additional instructors. The Department chairs that we met with suggested
that most of the departmental allocation is used for course buyouts, while Vice-Provost Smith
told us she believed much less of it was used directly for instruction.
In any case, we would, even in these difficult times, counsel against cutting the Cluster
Programs budget. Other campuses who have tried to emulate UCLA’s successful program have
failed, largely because of insufficient material support. At a time when UCLA is trying to attract
non-resident students, it gives us, in a highly competitive environment, a recruiting tool of which
we can be justifiably proud. And while the effective cost of the program is not clear, it appears
to provide value equal to or above that provided by traditional GE instruction. With all of this
taken into account, the GE Cluster Program seems a real bargain.
This is not to say that the Cluster Program should not energetically seek external funding.
Though some external fundraising was used for the initial implementation of the program, no
external funding is currently in place. Although these are trying financial times, efforts should
be made to identify and solicit external funding in support of this program. In keeping with
campus-wide budget cuts, funding has diminished slightly for this program, although to a lesser
degree than experienced by other campus units. This is laudable, but likely not sustainable, thus
external funding should be sought as a matter of course.
The cluster program currently mounts 9-10 clusters per year and serves approximately
40% of the incoming freshmen at UCLA. The number of clusters thus meets a goal established
at the initiation of the cluster program, but it is not clear if all students who want a cluster seat
are able to gain entry. Another challenge for the future is to determine if the cluster program as
it stands is sufficient to meet the needs of the UCLA campus. If it is not, efforts should be made
to expand the cluster program to meet the demand, but not at the expense of quality. Cluster
topics are currently slanted toward the Humanities and Social Sciences, so we recommend
directing future expansion toward the sciences.
Undergraduate Students
Although the clusters provide a rich and rewarding opportunity for the freshmen, there is
some concern about the visibility of the clusters to all incoming freshmen and beyond the UCLA
campus. Many freshmen did not learn about the cluster program until their orientation and
students have indicated that orientation advisors do not fully understand the cluster program, and
in some cases provided incorrect information about the clusters. The cluster program is a unique
feature of education at UCLA, and has the potential to be an excellent marketing tool to attract
future students. Thus efforts should be made to introduce the concept of the clusters to incoming
students as early as possible, and to increase their visibility both on and off campus.
While the cluster program was viewed as outstanding, there is little comparative data
between GE education received in the clusters and GE education received on a departmental
basis. Thus it is hard to determine, in concrete terms, why the clusters are an improvement over
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traditional GE education. While learning outcomes are assessed using cluster-specific
instruments, these assessments are not the same as those used by non-cluster GE courses. Some
overlap between assessment methods would facilitate this comparison.
Students expressed concern about the availability of seats within the clusters. This in
particular affects students with late enrollment dates, by which point the more “desirable”
clusters are filled and students must scramble for seats in clusters whose topics are less
appealing. A more equitable distribution of cluster seats, perhaps by percentage associated with
each enrollment date should be implemented so that students with late enrollment dates are not
penalized by the calendar. While it is certainly not possible to provide every student with a seat
in their preferred cluster, all efforts should be made to provide every eligible student with a
cluster seat, if they want one.
Although demographic and academic profiles of cluster and non-cluster students are
similar, there are some modest elevations in GPA and SAT scores in cluster students vs. noncluster students. There also appears to be a slightly increased number of white, non-Hispanic
students in the clusters, and slightly decreased representation of both Asian Americans and
African Americans in the clusters. One external reviewer suggests a possible “two-tiered
education system” (Taylor, p. 4) resulting from this distribution. While there does not appear to
be a selection process for students entering the clusters beyond encouragement by enrollment
counselors, care should be taken to make sure all entering freshmen are made aware of the
cluster program and presented with an opportunity to enroll, should they choose to do so.
Enrollment counselors should also be briefed on the mechanics and benefits of cluster
enrollment, to avoid providing erroneous information to entering students.
Graduate Student Instructors
GSIs appear to reap substantial benefits from their participation in the clusters. While
anecdotal information suggests that cluster teaching is a valuable asset as GSIs enter the job
market, future efforts should be made to track outcomes for GSIs who participate in the clusters.
These efforts might allow development in the future of specific training resources, such as
training grants or fellowship funding, geared toward cluster-based teaching.
While GSIs feel that cluster teaching does not detract from their progress toward their
degree, stronger monitoring should be implemented to ensure that GSIs do not exceed their
allotted hours. In addition, because cluster teaching does demand significant preparation from
the GSIs, encouraging multi-year appointments, where appropriate, would benefit the GSIs.
Cluster teaching is heavily weighted toward GSIs from the Humanities and Social
Sciences. Efforts should be made to recruit more GSIs from the sciences. The cluster program
is relatively invisible to potential GSIs, unless their faculty mentor happens to be associated with
the cluster program, so efforts to improve its visibility among potential GSIs should also be
considered.
Faculty
Although cluster faculty enjoyed their affiliations with the clusters, they expressed
substantial concern about how their cluster teaching was viewed within their home departments.
To address these issues, the review team requested a meeting with chairmen of the departments
from which cluster faculty are drawn. Although some department chairs expressed wholehearted support for having their faculty teach in the clusters, there were a substantial number of
department chairs that were not happy with having their faculty participate in cluster teaching.
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This dissatisfaction arises from several key points. First, departments feel that they are not
receiving adequate teaching credit (in terms of student contact hour credit) for the faculty that
they release to cluster teaching. Although the review team was assured by Vice Provost Smith
and EVC Waugh in our exit meeting that teaching credit was offered, the department chairs were
adamant that it was not awarded appropriately and was not reflected in teaching statistics
provided to the departments. Clearly, there is a communication problem here that needs to be
addressed (and if past experience is any guide, will need to be readdressed and readdressed in the
future). Second, although course buyouts are offered to faculty teaching in the clusters, they are
offered at a lower rate than other departmental buyouts. Both the faculty and the department
chairs felt this was unfair and should be remedied. Third, the lack of direct faculty evaluations
stemming from cluster teaching is seen to impede faculty advancement. Cluster course
assessments are collected, but faculty are not individually scored on these assessments, so
department chairs are unable to appropriately judge faculty contributions and involvement in
these courses. These issues were of great concern to the faculty and were viewed as serious
enough to ultimately affect the entire cluster program.
Administration
Vice Provost Judi Smith has been a dynamic and dedicated supporter of the cluster
program. She has selected an able faculty director, Dr. Greg Kendrick, to carry out the
administrative oversight of the cluster, and has enlisted substantial commitment from many areas
of the UCLA campus. With Dr. Smith’s impending retirement, it is imperative that her successor
assume an equally engaged role with the cluster program. Her successor should have a strong
commitment to maintaining the excellence and visibility of the cluster program.

SUMMARY
On many levels, the GE Cluster Program has been a resounding success. A large number
of freshmen are provided with an extraordinary interdisciplinary experience within the confines
of a large research university. Freshmen, graduate student instructors, and faculty all reap
benefits based on their association with the program. This vibrant program is clearly worth
protecting and continuing for the foreseeable future.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To the Executive Vice Chancellor and the Dean/Vice Provost for Undergraduate
Education:
1. Essential: The cluster program must be protected at all costs. Even in the face of
impending campus-wide budget cuts, we encourage continued financial support for the
cluster program at a minimum at its current level. Resources should also be dedicated to
seeking external funding opportunities.
2. Essential: Increase transparency and clarify the awarding of teaching credits to individual
departments for releasing their faculty for cluster teaching.
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3. Equalize the course buyout rate to parity with established departmental rates, or consider
a campus-wide elimination of course buyouts for all programs and departments.
4. Increase the visibility of the cluster program in outreach activities to potential students,
and especially to potential donors.
5. Include a specific charter for the support and development of the cluster program in the
search for a successor for Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education Judi Smith.

To the Cluster Administrative Team:
1. Essential: Continue the development of new clusters to add to the existing cluster lineup.
2. Essential: Revise the cluster assessments to include comparable metrics to non-cluster
GE courses. Also include specific assessment tools for individual faculty that can be
provided to the faculty’s home department to assist in faculty advancement.
3. Essential: Improve the quality and visibility of cluster information provided to
admissions enrollment counselors including descriptions of cluster content and evaluation
methods. Provide training to enrollment counselors in the mission of the clusters and the
advantages (and disadvantages) for enrolled students.
4. Essential: Work with the Office of Residential Life to improve AV support for cluster
teaching on the hill and to ensure installation of a clock in the DeNeve Auditorium.
5. Essential: Re-evaluate the training in teaching writing offered to cluster GSIs. Work with
the writing program to provide additional training to the GSIs, particularly in offering
writing instruction to students where English is not their first language.
6. Improve the visibility of opportunities to become GSIs in the clusters across the campus,
but particularly within the sciences.
7. Establish global informal GSI meetings at a reasonable frequency, perhaps once per
quarter, to allow exchange of ideas and teaching practices among GSIs across clusters.
8. Develop a mechanism for monitoring GSI hours devoted to cluster activities.
9. Establish a tracking mechanism and maintain a database for GSI post-cluster activities.
10. Establish an enrollment schedule for the clusters whereby entering students with late
enrollment dates are not penalized with respect to obtaining a seat in the more popular
clusters, perhaps by allotting a certain percentage of seats to each enrollment date.

Final Recommendation:
The Undergraduate and Graduate Councils recommend that the next review be scheduled on the
regular 8-year cycle in AY 2019-20 pending a satisfactory progress review report.
Respectfully submitted:
Ellen M. Carpenter, Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences, Undergraduate
Council, Review Team Chair
John Carriero, Department of Philosophy, Graduate Council
Jason S. Woo, Department of Electrical Engineering, Undergraduate Council
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Appendix I: External Reviewers’ Reports

Edward Taylor, Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Affairs, University of Washington
Patricia Turner, Vice Provost of Undergraduate Education, UC Davis

February 10, 2012
UCLA Academic Senate
RE: GE Freshman Cluster Program Review
Dear Colleagues:
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the review of UCLA’s General Education (GE) cluster
program. Before offering my comments on the review itself, I would like to commend all of the
individuals and constituencies who contributed to making the review experience a pleasant and
productive task. From the initial inquiries about my availability to the securing of the cab ride to LAX,
UCLA staff, faculty, and students crafted a coherent and manageable process.
I am quite confident that the report penned by the team chair will contain an accurate reflection of my
recommendations. We had ample time to work together, and there was very little disagreement amongst
us about the caliber of the program. What follows in this letter reflects my perspective as an academic
administrator, a vice provost of undergraduate education, from a sister UC campus.
As an administrator, I am attentive to infrastructure, workload, and budgets. The GE cluster program
owes much of its success to the initial generous financial investment made in it. Many research university
leadership teams would have eschewed the kind of investment, I believe in the neighborhood of two
million dollars, required to launch and sustain this program. We learned over the course of our visit that
some other universities have tried to implement a UCLA-style cluster program but have not been
successful. In each case, it seems that initial endeavors were under-resourced and, as a consequence, were
not sustainable. In this environment of reduced state funding, there might be some temptation to
decrease the support for this program. While I often say on my own campus that we can’t hold any entity
completely harmless from our fiscal realities, cuts to the cluster budget should be monitored with great
care.
The GE cluster program’s success also stems from the investment of human capital in its operation. I was
particularly impressed by the session with the administrative team, and I was also intrigued to hear about
the role played by the cluster coordinators. In order for a program like this to succeed, faculty members
have to be free to focus their energies on the nuts and bolts of the course itself. The details of making it
happen are best delegated to professional staff, and the conspicuous enthusiasm the faculty have for this
program can be traced not only to the quality of students and colleagues with whom they get to interact
but also to the fact that there are others charged with operationalizing the clusters. Again, these are days
when we are all required to justify expenditures on staff support. I encourage UCLA to avoid making the
support for the clusters too lean.

Throughout the two days of the review, we heard inspiring stories from students, faculty, and staff about
the power of the cluster experience. Students and faculty alike maintained that the clusters had the power
to be life-changing for both the young people enrolled in them, the teaching assistants who are assigned to
the courses, and the instructors who teach them. These were just the kind of stories that development
officers often covet for convincing individual donors, corporate officials, and foundation officers of the
wisdom of giving money to the university. If it is not already seeking external support for the cluster
program, I encourage UCLA to determine the feasibility of soliciting such revenue streams specifically for
it.
My administrative responsibilities also include the role as UCD’s accreditation liaison officer for the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). WASC’s expectations for evidence of student
learning continues to increase. I, like Dean and Vice Provost Smith, find many of their plans for collecting
this data from institutions problematic. Nonetheless, my research into nation-wide practices leads me to
conclude that UCLA, like other large public research universities, will be called upon in its next WASC
review to provide evidence of student learning as is relevant to the goals of a general education
curriculum. In order to meet WASC’s current guidelines, UCLA has launched data collection relevant to
its capstone courses. I recommend UCLA begin to contemplate how direct evidence of student learning
could be collected from the clusters.
Given the overall satisfaction that students and faculty have with the cluster program, it is tempting to
encourage the institution to make it available beyond the current 40-45% of students who enroll in it. I
suggest that UCLA should continue to try to provide a cluster space (not a first choice cluster space) to
every student who seeks one, and the current 9-10 clusters per year seems to meet that standard. I
do think that if any expansion could be contemplated, some kind of program that would provide transfer
students with the educational opportunities “native” students have should be advanced. I recognize that
transfer students frequently are admitted with their GE requirements already satisfied, but it seems
unfortunate that this population, which often contains many first generation students, will be unlikely to
have access to the many positive attributes of the clusters.
I appreciate the opportunity I have had to familiarize myself with UCLA’s cluster program. I will continue
to follow it with great interest. I am happy to answer any questions you may have regarding my
observations.
Sincerely,

Patricia A. Turner
Vice Provost – Undergraduate Education
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SITEVISIT:FEBRUARY2Ͳ3,2012
AllmeetingsonFeb.2ndwillbeheldin3135Murphy.
AllmeetingsonFeb.3rdwillbeheldin1215Murphy,unlessotherwisenoted.

WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY1:
 7:00p.m. DinnerMeeting:InitialOrganizationalSessionforReviewTeamMembersOnly

 WESTRestaurant,HotelAngeleno(170.N.ChurchLane,LA,CA90049;310Ͳ476Ͳ6411)

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY2:
 8:00a.m. BreakfastDiscussionwithDean/ViceProvostJudiSmith
 9:00a.m. MeetingwithDirectorM.GregoryKendrickandConveneroftheFacultyAdvisory
CommitteeProfessorJosephNagy
10:00a.m.










MeetingwithAdministrativeTeam:
LucyBlackmar,AssistantViceProvostforUndergraduateEducationInitiatives
M.GregoryKendrick,Director,FreshmanClusterProgram
JeffDecker,InstructionalCoordinator,FreshmanClusterProgram
MarcLevisͲFitzgerald,Director,SurveryResearchandCurricularAssessment,Centerfor
EducationalResearch
 JenniferLindholm,Director,LearningAssessmentandSpecialProjects,Centerfor
EducationalResearch

 11:00a.m. MeetingwithFacultyAdvisoryCommittee:

 JosephNagy,Professor,English(CommitteeConvener)

 KeithStolzenbach,Professor,CivilandEnvironmentalEngineering

 TheodorePorter,Professor,History

 TobiasHigbie,AssociateProfessor,History

 JamesLarkin,Professor,PhysicsandAstronomy

 AbigailSaguy,AssociateProfessor,Sociology

RitaEffros,Professor,PathologyandLaboratoryMedicine(onbehalfofJoAnnDamron)

TamaraBlack,Lecturer,Sociology(onbehalfofAbigailSaguy)
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 12:00p.m. FacultyCenter.Lunch–ReviewTeamMembersOnly
 1:00p.m. MeetingwithRepresentativeFaculty:
WolfBuermann,AssistantAdjunctProfessor,UCLAInstituteoftheEnvironmentand
Sustainability/AtmosphericandOceanicSciences,GEClusterM1(TheGlobalEnvironment)
MartieHaselton,AssociateProfessor,CommunicationStudies/PsychInterdiscplinary,GE
Cluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety)
PaulHsu,AssistantAdjunctProfessor,PublicHealth–Epidemiology,GECluster80
(FrontiersinHumanAging)*
ChristopherKelty,AssociateProfessor,CenterforSocietyandGenetics/Anthropology,GE
Cluster21(HistoryofModernThought)
LynnVavreck,AssociateProfessor,PoliticalScience,GECluster60(Americainthe
Sixties)**
*willbeleavingat2pmtoteachclass;**willbearrivinglate,around1:30pm



 2:30p.m. MeetingwithRepresentativeGraduateStudents:

 WayneBass,GECluster30(PerspectivesonMyth),AY2009Ͳ2012

 DorianDeshauer,GECluster21(HistoryofModernThought),AY2011Ͳ2012

 CoryGoodling,GECluster20(InterracialDynamics),AY2009Ͳ2012

 LauraGriffin,GECluster70(EvolutionoftheCosmosandLife),AY2009Ͳ2012

 LiannaHart,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety),AY2011Ͳ2012

 AndrewHill,GECluster80(FrontiersinHumanAging),AY2011–2012

 DavidHull,GECluster21(HistoryofModernThought),AY2010Ͳ2012
CatherineMacris,GECluster70(EvolutionoftheCosmosandLife),AY2011Ͳ2012

RaulMoreno,GECluster20(InterracialDynamics),AY2011Ͳ2012

BryanMoy,GEClusterM1(TheGlobalEnvironment),AY2011Ͳ12
TuckNgun,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety),AY2009Ͳ2012
ZahraTehrani,GECluster80(FrontiersinHumanAging),AY2011Ͳ2012
 3:30p.m. MeetingwithRepresentativeCurrentUndergraduateStudents:
SaundraAlbers,GECluster60(AmericaintheSixties)

 SavanahBadalich,GECluster21(HistoryofModernThought)

NatalieCharney,GECluster80(FrontiersinHumanAging)

EmilyCheng,GECluster30(PerspectivesonMyth)
AdrenaCollins,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety)
YamunaMaryHaroutunian,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety
JessicaJuwono,GECluster80(FrontiersinHumanAging)
JessicaLee,GECluster30(PerspectivesonMyth)

EllenLomonico,GEClusterM1(GlobalEnvironment)
MarlonMeyerson,GECluster60(AmericaintheSixties)
NatalieRichards,GECluster80(FrontiersinHumanAging)

JuliaSommer,GEClusterM1(GlobalEnvironment)

CyrusSinai,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety)

ErinSakakibara,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety)

NicoValencia,GECluster80(FrontiersinHumanAging)

LaurenVaughn,GECluster30(PerspectivesonMyth)

JordanWaite,GECluster20(InterracialDynamics)

KatieWestbrook,GECluster72(Sex:FromBiologytoGenderedSociety) 
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4:30p.m.  MeetingwithRepresentativeFormerUndergraduateStudents:

 AmyFranklin,GECluster20(InterracialDynamics),AY2008Ͳ2009*

 IreneGilchriese,GECluster70(EvolutionoftheCosmosandLife),AY2008Ͳ2009

 KrisHolz,GECluster60(AmericaintheSixties),AY2008Ͳ2009

 GusJohannsen,GECluster70(EvolutionoftheCosmosandLife),AY2008Ͳ2009

 JarrettJohnson,GEClusterM24(Work,Labor,andSocialJustice),AY2009Ͳ2010*

 AlexRomanak,GECluster60(AmericaintheSixties),AY2008Ͳ2009

 EenaSingh,GECluster20(InterracialDynamics),AY2009Ͳ2010

 DavidTracy,GECluster70(EvolutionoftheCosmosandLife),AY2008Ͳ2009

*willbeleavingat5pmtogotoclass

 5:30p.m. ClosedSessionforReviewTeamOnly
 6:00p.m. ReceptionDinnerinWestwoodhostedbyDean/ViceProvostJudiSmith:

 DirectorM.GregoryKendrick,AssistantViceProvostforUndergraduateEducation
InitiativesLucyBlackmar

 TaninoRistoranteBar(1043WestwoodBlvd.,LosAngeles,CA90024,310Ͳ208Ͳ0444)

FRIDAY,FEBRUARY3
 8:00a.m. BreakfastMeetingforReviewTeamMembersOnly(tobearrangedbyASO)
 9:00a.m.









 10:00a.m.

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

 11:30p.m.

MeetingwithInstructionalSupportGroup:
DianeMizrachi,Librarian,CollegeLibrary
LarryLoeher,AssistantViceProvost,OfficeofInstructionalDevelopment
BruceBeiderwell,Director,WritingPrograms
JennyByrd,ProgramSupportCoordinator,OfficeofResidentialLife
Individual15MinuteMeetingswiththosefaculty,students,andstaffwhorequest:



TimTangherlini,Chair,ScandinavianSection

TonyFriscia,InstructionalCoordinator,FreshmanClusterProgram



FacultyCenter.Lunch–ReviewTeamMembersOnly

 1:00p.m. MeetingwithParticipatingDepartmentChairs

 DanBlumstein,Professor,onbehalfofEcologyandEvolutionaryBiology

 GeorgeDutton,AssociateProfessor,onbehalfofAsianLanguagesandCultures

 RobertFink,Chair,Musicology

 CraigManning,Chair,EarthandSpaceSciences
DavidMyers,Chair,History
SuzannePaulson,ViceChair,AtmosphericandOceanicSciences

 2:00p.m. ClosedSession–ReviewTeamMembersOnly
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 3:00p.m. ReviewTeamWrapͲUpMeetingwithDean/ViceProvostJudiSmithandDirectorM.
GregoryKendrick 
 4:00p.m. 2121Murphy.ExitMeetingwithDean/ViceProvostJudiSmith,DirectorM.Gregory
Kendrick,AssistantViceProvostforUndergraduateEducationInitiativesLucyBlackmar,
ExecutiveViceChancellor/ProvostScottWaugh,ViceProvostforFacultyDiversityand
DevelopmentChristineLittleton,UndergraduateCouncilViceChairTroyCarter,Graduate
CouncilViceChairEvelynBlumenberg,CPBRepresentativeMassimoCiavolella,andFEC
MichaelGutperle
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Appendix III: Self-Review Report

The self-review was previously distributed.
If you need a hard copy, please contact the Academic Senate Office at extension 62959.

